DTGministries Prophecy 101
All prophecy studies are based on the bible study series, “BIBLE 101”. The foundation of truth, that God is love, must be
understood before prophecy, or even the bible itself, can be comprehended.

THE RESURRECTION 2
A THOUSAND YEARS
Read Revelation 20:1-5

 Does the first resurrection happen before or after the thousand years?

 What would “thousand years” signify?
THOUSAND: Many, strong. Though the word is usually literal, sometimes it is used
poetically to suggest a large number (Gen. 24:60; Job 9:3).
YEARS: h8141 (from h8138); a year (as a revolution of time):
h8138.  הָ נָׁשšan̄ah̄: A verb meaning to change; to disguise; to be different. It means
to become something different or to change an attitude or character. God does not change
ever ( Mal. 3: 6).
The thousand years means to make many changes.

 Define Satan

 Put in your own words what you see happening in verses :1-3
Key = knowledge (Luke 11:52)
Chains = love (Compare Proverbs 1:8-9; Proverbs 6:20-23)
(Hint: In Revelation 20:1 the great chain is over his hand not in his hand).
Hands = works
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THE FIRST RESURRECTION
Read Revelation 20:
 Do you see a second thousand years in verse :6? (Hint: this verse should be in parenthesis).

 Which thousand years is spoken of in verse :7? (Hint: compare with verse :3)

 How is Satan loosed from his prison? (Compare 1 Peter 3:18-20)

 Are verses :8-10 outward-literal or inward-spiritual?

 What must be cast into the lake of fire before the devil?
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THE SECOND RESURRECTION
Read Revelation 20:11-15
 Who is to be raised in the second resurrection and what symbols do you see confirming this is the
second resurrection?

 What books are open in verse :12?

 What is the difference between hades and Gehenna?

 What is the second death? (Hint: Job 13:11, Job 31:23, Psalms 68:2)

